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Abstract: 

Voltage-controlled room temperature isothermal reversible spin crossover switching of 

[Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin films is demonstrated. This isothermal switching is evident in thin film 

bilayer structures where the molecular spin crossover film is adjacent to a molecular ferroelectric. 

The adjacent molecular ferroelectric, either polyvinylidene fluoride hexafluoropropylene (PVDF-

HFP) or croconic acid (C5H2O5), appears to lock the spin crossover [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] 

molecular complex largely in the low or high spin state depending on the direction of ferroelectric 

polarization. In both, a planar two terminal diode structure, as well as in a transistor structure, the 

voltage controlled isothermal reversible spin crossover switching of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] is 

accompanied by a resistance change and is seen to be nonvolatile, i.e. retained in the absence of 

an applied electric field. The result appears general, as the voltage controlled nonvolatile switching 

can be made to work with two different molecular ferroelectrics: croconic acid and polyvinylidene 

fluoride hexafluoropropylene.  

_____________________________ 
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It has been frequently suggested that the spin crossover (SCO) phenomenon, in 3d transition 

metal compounds, has potential applicability in molecular spintronics devices.1-14 For the spin 

crossover molecular systems to have functional utility, such as in molecular thin film memory 

devices, nonvolatility is required. Mechanisms are needed to lock the spin crossover molecular 

systems in a particular spin state and to change the molecular spin state (unlocking). Indeed, 

practical solid state devices, fabricated from the spin crossover molecular systems, require voltage 

controlled changes in the electronic structure at room temperature. The "write" operation needs to 

be accompanied by a read mechanism, this means there is a property where spin state is easily 

"sensed": for example, the spin state change is accompanied by a change in conductance. 

Conductance changes of the spin crossover molecular systems are well known,2,3,6-9,13,15-17 but if 

this is to be exploited in a device, then this should be for molecular films on a dielectric substrate, 

so that it is the spin crossover molecular system that dominates the device performance.  

Isothermal changes in the electronic structure of the spin crossover molecular system have now 

been achieved for the Fe (II) spin crossover complex [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)],13,14 [Fe(trz)3](BF4)2 

(trz = triazole)],9 [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2],8 {Rb0.8Mn[Fe(CN)6]0.93 · 1.62H2O}6 and [Fe(bpz)2(phen)], 

but the latter was observed at 5 K,3 not room temperature. Similarly voltage control of 

[Co(III(dpzca)2]+ has also been observed.17 It has now been demonstrated that 

[Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], where pz = tris(pyrazol-1-yl)-borohydride and bipy = 2,2'-bipyridine, can 

be locked in the low spin state by a dielectric substrate, and excited into the high spin state at room 

temperature by an X-ray fluence and then relaxed back to the low spin state either thermally14 or 

through magnetic field switching,17 in the vicinity of room temperature. This locking of a spin 

crossover complex, largely in the low spin state when placed on dielectric substrates, seems to be 

a general result for [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)].13,14,18 One exception to a dielectric substrate locking 
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spin crossover complexes in the low spin state, is for [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] on the dielectric 

ferroelectric polyvinylidene-fluoride when [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] adopts the high spin 

configuration when deposited on polyvinylidene-fluoride (PVDF) when the ferroelectric domain 

polarization points towards the spin crossover complex.19 

The isothermal switching of molecular spin state appears to require an insulating 

substrate,13,14,18 consistent with the observation of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) tip 

manipulation of the spin state of Fe(1,10-phenanthroline)2(NCS)2 on a dielectric substrate like 

CuN.8 In addition, voltage-control of the molecular spin state has been compellingly 

demonstrated,3,6,8,9,17 although at room temperature, nonvolatile spin state switching has not been 

conclusively demonstrated. A transition induced by the boundary layer with a ferroelectric on spin 

crossover molecular complex like [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] is expected to be nonvolatile,19 

especially because charge displacement has been implicated in establishing the spin state.14  

The expectation that room temperature nonvolatile voltage-controlled switching of spin state 

is possible, not just for an individual molecule but an entire thin film, is further suggested by results 

that indicate the choice of ferroelectric polarization of the molecular ferroelectric polyvinylidene-

fluoride will lock [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] either in the high spin or low spin state at room 

temperature.19 Here, in this work, we exploit the spin state switching of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)]14,19 

in combination with several molecular ferroelectrics, including a variation of ferroelectric 

polyvinylidene-fluoride19 (here polyvinylidene fluoride hexafluoropropylene or PVDF-HFP) as 

well as croconic acid (4,5-dihydroxycyclopentenetrione, i.e. C5H2O5)..20 These molecular thin film 

combinations provide a demonstration that voltage mediated interface interactions can be used to 

achieve the desired nonvolatile room-temperature switching of the spin state, as indicated in Figure 

1. Nonvolatility arises from the interface with a nonconducting ferroelectrics.  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.5054909
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The [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], schematically illustrated in Figure 1, was synthesized according 

to the literature.21,22 The spin crossover transition temperature of the resulting powder, measured 

by magnetometry, was found to be about 160 K, in agreement with prior work.19,22-27 This 

temperature dependent spin crossover transition, for [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], is also evident in X-

ray absorption, as indicated in Figure 2a. This charge neutral molecule was thermally evaporated 

to form a molecular thin film on either croconic acid or adjacent to polyvinylidene fluoride 

hexafluoropropylene (PVDF-HFP) substrates. For the samples with a PVDF-HFP molecular 

ferroelectric  layer, a 65 nm [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] spin crossover molecular thin film was 

deposited on top of preprinted interdigitated gold electrodes with a separation spacing of 10 m. 

20 nm (40 monolayers) of PVDF-HFP was then deposited on top of the spin crossover compound 

using layer by layer Langmuir-Schaefer technique as outlined elsewhere.28 Essentially this is a top 

and bottom gated transistor structure, as indicated in Figure 3b.  A single ferroelectric domain, 

perpendicular to the plane, was achieved using an electric field (~ 300 MV/m) applied 

perpendicular to the PVDF-HFP layer; or about 3 times the coercive field of PVDF-HFP for this 

structure (~ 100 MV/m, which is about 2-3 V for this structure, as seen in Figure 3c). For the 

conductance measurements, the electric field was applied in-plane, at less than 0.2 MV/m or much 

smaller than the coercive field of the ferroelectric polymer. All applied voltage and current 

measurements are d.c. 

In the second type of sample structure studied, 20 nm [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin films were 

deposited on top of 200 nm thick croconic acid thin films deposited on silicon oxide substrates 

with preprinted gold electrodes interdigitated gold electrodes with gaps of 260 nm, as shown in 

Figure 4. Due to the roughness of the croconic acid layer, this device structure is essentially a two-

terminal diode/capacitor like structure. Here, the electrodes were fabricated by electron beam 
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lithography (EBL) and lift-off process. The electron beam lithography was performed to define 

the electrode-patterns. In the final product, measured width and gap between the electrodes were 

10 µm and 260 nm respectively.  

X-ray diffraction,29,30 Mossbauer,31 scanning tunneling microscopy,10,22 X-ray 

photoemission,23 inverse photoemission,19,27 X-ray absorption14,18,19,26,30 and of course 

magnetometry19,22-27,30 have all been used successfully to determine the spin state of 

[Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)]. X-ray absorption spectroscopy has the advantage of rapidity, distinct 

signature of the low spin state (Figure 2, the spectrum in blue) and the high spin state (Figure 2, 

the spectrum in red), and provides a facile means for interpolation between these two benchmark 

spectra, to assess the extent of high spin and low spin state, when the spectra have contributions 

from both spin states. The X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were performed 

at the bending magnet beamline 6.3.1, at the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley 

National Laboratory. The photon flux was on the order of 1011 photons/sec/0.1%BW,32 as in our 

previous studies.14,18 The experiments, shown in Figure 2b, were all carried out at room 

temperature. Circularly polarized X-rays, with positive helicity, were used. Total electron yield 

(TEY) mode was used to measure the absorption of the Fe L3 edge, making the measurements 

relatively surface sensitive, but because of the dielectric characteristics of the ferroelectric thin 

films used here, this also means that the X-ray absorption measurements are perturbed by changes 

in photohole screening, requiring recalibration of the X-ray absorption spectra energies by about 

1 eV. Another problem faced in these specific X-ray absorption experiments is that the X-rays 

initiate a spin state change for [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] on many dielectric substrates, as discussed 

elsewhere.14,18 This means X-ray absorption data must be acquired rapidly, so as to avoid having 

the measured spin state occupancy strongly affected by the measurement process. In the case of 
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the thin film studies, reported here, the need for rapid data acquisition means the XAS spectra have 

degraded resolution. We acquired an L3-edge spectrum in about 15 seconds.  

In the low spin state of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], well below 160 K,14,18,19,25 the 3d electrons 

occupy the t2g orbitals in pairs leaving the eg orbitals empty. This is observable in the 2p3/2 (Fe L3) 

X-ray absorption spectra as a major eg peak at about 709 eV (Figure 2a, blue). In the high spin 

state, the eg orbitals are partially populated with the t2g orbitals subsequently partly depopulated, 

which corresponds in the XAS spectra at the Fe L3 (2p3/2) edge to a decrease of the peak intensity 

at 709 eV and an increase of the corresponding t2g shoulder at about 706.5 eV and a peak at 708 

eV (Figure 2a, red).14,18,19,25 The spectra of the low spin state (Figure 2, the spectrum in blue) and 

the high spin state (Figure 2, the spectrum in red), from the temperature dependent spin crossover 

transition, are good "fingerprints" of the spin state as noted above, and can be used to infer the 

percentage of high spin and low spin state occupancy. 

Previous studies19 have shown that the spin state of films of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], 10 to 25 

molecules thick, on poled polyvinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene (PVDF), retains a majority of 

the low spin state when ferroelectric polarization is directed away from the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] 

(PVDF-HFP away) and switches to the high spin state when ferroelectric polarization is directed 

towards the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] (PVDF-HFP towards). There is now evidence of nonvolatile 

isothermal voltage-controlled switching of 65 nm [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], placed adjacent to 

PVDF-HFP, as schematically indicated in Figure 1. This is evident in the X-ray absorption spectra 

of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], when adjacent to PVDF-HFP, taken at room temperature, as seen in 

Figure 2b.  

We observe that with the ferroelectric polarization directed away from the 

[Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], the ferroelectric locking of the low spin state is imperfect. There is some 
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contribution of the high spin state occupancy observed in the X-ray absorption, not suggested in 

prior work of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] on PVDF.19 We need to consider that the 

[Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin film may be insufficiently thin in places. Prior work19 indicates that 

ferroelectrically poled polyvinylidene fluoride will typically only pin 20 to 25 molecular layers of 

[Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], in the low or high spin state.  Thus, excess [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], in this 

case a film thickness in the region of 25 to 40 layers, cannot reasonably be expected to be fully 

pinned in the low spin state by the ferroelectric interface. Effectively, the excess 

[Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] would lead to contributions of a high spin state component to the X-ray 

absorption spectra of Figure 2b (PVDF away), as no longer would all of the spin crossover 

molecular complex be locked in the low spin state by the molecular ferroelectric substrate. On the 

other hand, [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] switches fully to the high spin (HS) state when ferroelectric 

polarization is directed towards the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)]. For films of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], 

greater than 25 molecular layers thick, spin state bistability cannot be excluded.30 Nonetheless, it 

is clear that once set by the applied voltage, the majority high spin state or low spin state is retained 

in zero applied field, when the spectra of Figure 2b were taken. Because ferroelectric polarization 

is nonvolatile, the voltage switching of the spin state is also nonvolatile.  

The longitudinal conductance changes of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin films on PVDF-HFP 

ferroelectric substrates is also nonvolatile, as indicated in Figure 3. This conductance change, as 

summarized in Figure 3, follows changes in the ferroelectric polarization made by the electric field 

made between a bottom gate and a removeable top gate electrode. This conductance change is 

significant in spite of the fact that the change from high spin state to low spin state is incomplete, 

as noted above. Because longitudinal conductance changes of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin films on 
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PVDF-HFP ferroelectric substrates is also nonvolatile, this permitted the confirmation of the spin 

state by X-ray absorption experiments, as indicated in Figure 3. 

Nonvolatile voltage-controlled switching of the spin state is evident for [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] 

thin films deposited on ferroelectric croconic acid thin films as well. The spin state of 20 nm 

[Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin films, as deposited on top of 200 nm thick croconic acid thin films, is 

largely in the low spin state, as indicated by the X-ray absorption spectrum in Figure 2b (the 

spectrum labeled "croconic acid"). The nonvolatile switching between two resistance states is 

evident in the conductance, as seen in Figure 4c. The resistance switching is reproducible, as 

indicated, and follows the expected ferroelectric switching of croconic acid,20 where the coercive 

voltages seen here (6-9 V) are found to be similar to previous results (about 4 V).21 The voltage-

controlled switching of spin state cannot be followed with X-ray absorption measurements, 

because the synchrotron beam spot size is 180 µm x 80 µm while the gap between electrodes are 

260 nm. We cannot, therefore, provide accompanying proof from X-ray absorption as to any 

change in the molecular spin state. Yet, given the symmetry of the device structure, there should 

be no resistance change with ferroelectric domain reversal, if changes in the spin state (and hence 

resistance) of the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin film are excluded.   

This influence of the ferroelectric interface upon a spin crossover complex allows the 

interdigitated [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] to be influenced by the croconic acid. The non-volatile 

change in resistance in Figure 4c is much smaller than expected from the conductance change seen 

for [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin films on PVDF-HFP ferroelectric substrates. Nonetheless, 

switching of spin state, for at least a partial volume of the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin film, leads 

to a different resistance state, which is retained after the applied voltage is removed.  The voltage-

controlled switching of the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)]/croconic acid bilayer is very reproducible 
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(Figure 4c). Similar bistability in conductance was observed with the Fe(II) coordination polymer 

[Fe(trz)3](BF4)2 (trz = triazole), placed in between two 150 nm spaced electrodes, and voltage 

controlled switching observed at 340 K,9 as well as for Rb0.8Mn[Fe(CN)6]0.93 · 1.62H2O,6 but 

without evidence that the device was nonvolatile. Similarly, the voltage-controlled switching of 

[Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] deposited on CuN, using an STM tip, also found that the high spin state has 

higher conductance, but again no evidence of nonvolatility was presented.8  

While the ferroelectric polarization of the croconic acid is in-plane here, in these two terminal 

measurements, the switching of the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] spin state depends on the roughness of 

the croconic acid layer. The croconic acid layer, as deposited here, is quite rough20 compared to 

Langmuir Blodgett deposited PVDF.33  In additional experiments, we find that with very small 

gaps, of 150 nm, voltage controlled switching of the conductance, associated with the change in 

spin state of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], occurs at voltages much higher than the coercive voltage of 

croconic acid (15 V as compared to 6 to 10 V20). The retention of the voltage controlled resistance 

switching of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] was lost at zero bias (supplementary materials), consistent 

with prior results.6,8,9 This points to the difficulties in constructing a device with smaller gaps 

between electrodes, where the ferroelectric croconic acid no longer locks the 

[Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] spin state in the absence of an applied voltage. The absence of small 

amounts of polarization canting and diminished roughness, on the scale of the gap between 

electrodes is implicated.  

The mechanism for the higher conductance of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin films in the high 

spin state, as compared to the conductance in the low spin state has not been directly determined 

from these measurements. It is known that the difference between the highest occupied molecular 
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orbital to lowest unoccupied molecular orbital is much larger (by about 2 eV19) for the low spin 

state compared to the high spin state of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)]. A smaller band gap for the high 

spin state of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] is consistent with higher conductance observed. For the spin 

crossover complex [Fe(bpz)2phen],3 Fe(trans bis(3-(2-pyridyl)(1,2,3)triazolo(1–

5)pyridine)bis(isothiocyanato)],2 Rb0.8Mn[Fe(CN)6]0.93 · 1.62H2O,6 and [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2],8 

higher conductance was also seen for the high spin state. On the other hand, 

[Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4),11 [Fe(PM-AzA)2(NCS)2]26 and  [Fe(HB(pz)3)2]7 were observed to have 

much higher conductance in the low spin state as compared to the high spin state. We can relate 

the change in spin state to changes in the conductance for [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin films very 

clearly for [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] on the PVDF-HFP ferroelectric co-polymer thin film. It is now 

clear that fabrication of molecular multiferroic devices are indeed possible. 

The significance of this study is that this provides evidence of nonvolatile isothermal electrical 

switching of an Fe (II) spin crossover complex at room temperature, when the molecules are 

combined with a suitable ferroelectric. This voltage-controlled switching of spin state is 

accompanied by a conductance change and can be engineered to be nonvolatile. There is now clear 

evidence that a molecular multiferroic is possible. The use of these two very different molecular 

ferroelectrics demonstrates generality of the interaction between ferroelectrics and spin crossover 

molecules, but a different fabrication process is needed for different types of device structures, as 

the routes to forming the molecular ferroelectric thin film are different.   

 

Supplementary Material; 
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 Resistance changes, with applied voltage, of a 20 nm [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin film 

deposited on top of 200 nm thick croconic acid thin film, with a 150 nm spacing between 

electrodes. Diminished nonvolatility demonstrated. 
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Figure Captions: 

 
Figure 1. The schematic structure of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], at the left. The schematics of 

reversible voltage-control of the spin state of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin films on PVDF-HFP 

ferroelectric substrates. The [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] is pinned, in the majority, in the low spin 

(LS) state when ferroelectric polarization is directed away from the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] and 

switches to the high spin (HS) state when ferroelectric polarization is directed towards the 

[Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)], as indicated. 

 

Figure 2. The thermal spin crossover transition (a) compared to the voltage-control of the spin 

state of [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] thin films on PVDF-HFP ferroelectric substrates (b). The X-ray 

absorption spectra indicate that [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] is mostly pinned in the low spin (LS) state 

when ferroelectric polarization of PVDF-HFP is directed away from the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] 

(PVDF-HFP away) and switches to the high spin (HS) state when ferroelectric polarization of 

PVDF-HFP is directed towards the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] (PVDF-HFP towards). 

[Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] on croconic acid remains in the low spin state, in the absence of an 

applied voltage (croconic acid). 

 

Figure 3. The switching of conductance for [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] on PVDF-HFP (a), for a 

transistor structure (b).  [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] is pinned mostly in low spin (LS) state when 

ferroelectric polarization of PVDF-HFP is directed away from the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] (PVDF 

away), as evident in X-ray absorption (spectrum “PVDF away”), leading to low conductance 

(black). The [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] is pinned in the high spin (HS) state when the PVDF-HFP 

ferroelectric polarization is directed towards the [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] (red), as also evident in 
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the X-ray absorption (spectrum “PVDF towards”), leading to higher conductance. The hysteresis 

loop for the PVDF-HFP, perpendicular to the plane, as applies here, is shown in (c). 

 

Figure 4. (a) The scanning electron microscopy image of the substrate, with Au electrodes. (b) 

The schematic structure of junctions in the device of 20 nm [Fe{H2B(pz)2}2(bipy)] deposited on 

top of 200 nm thick croconic acid on the substrate in (a). (c) Resistance of the device measured 

at 1 V (less than the coercive voltage for ferroelectric switching of this croconic acid film. at 

room temperature), after applying a poling voltage (Vpol) displayed as the horizontal voltage at 

room temperature. Two successive loops are shown, first red, then blue, indicating 

reproducibility. 
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